Introduction*

The present International Bibliography of History of Education and
Children’s Literature about the year 2015 is the fourth of a serie, which has
been published in 2013, 2014, 2015 and 2016 on the international journal
«History of Education & Children’s Literature» and concerned the six years
period 2010-2015; it was followed by the publication of three volumes about
the same period. This specialised bibliographical overview includes researches
and studies about the history of education edited around the world (articles
published in journals, monographs, collections of essays, proceedings and
textbooks).
In order to build the present work tool, addressed in particular to the
scholars of history of education and of children’s literature, it was necessary to
go systematically through an outstanding quantity of national and international
specialized publishers’ catalogues (historical studies, social and human sciences,
educational sciences), as well as through the catalogues of almost 400 high
specialized scientific reviews published in different countries of the world.
This research is necessarily a work in progress, because of the difficulties,
which are sometimes insurmountable, and intervening to every legitimate
will of completeness and exhaustiveness in the searching of data retrieval.
Notwithstanding the growing boost produced by internet and by social media
to the globalization process, indeed, not always the web sites of publishers and
of the scientific reviews (such as of those of the Universities and of the public
and private research Centers) provide updated and exhaustive information
(catalogues, bibliographical report, tables of contents of the issues etc.). It’s
because of the difficulties encountered during the acquisition of precise data
and sure information about the scientific production of this field concerning
some particular countries and, consequently, the real necessity to have a broad
net of collaborators in loco, that is a net of researches and scholars specialized
in this field, who are available to offer a systematic information to «History of
Education & Children’s Literature» of the most recent and relevant publications

* The introduction is the result of the joint work of the two authors. Luigiaurelio Pomante
has collected the first part of the titles about scientific Journals; Dorena Caroli has collected and
settled the second part of the titles about Monographs and Miscellanous, and also all the titles
from Eastern-Europe.
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edited in their countries and, if necessary, to complete the information, sometime
fragmentary, thanks to a distance research through internet.
To the building and to the enhancement of a similar net of collaborators,
we are willing, to consecrate our energies in the next years, pointing at the
possibility to make of this bibliographical overview a reliable tool, constantly
updated, exploitable by all the scholars, and most of all capable to present in
his complexity and variety the wide-ranging investigation of the international
scientific production in the field of the history of education and children’s
literature.
To the building of this International Bibliography concerning the year 2015,
a number of other experts and researchers from all over the world have given
their valuable contribution, in addition to colleagues of the scientific board of
the Journal «History of Education & Children’s Literature».
In this regard, the editors would like to sincerely thank for their collaboration:
Vitaly G. Bezrogov (Russian Academy of Education, Moscow, Russia), Ariane
Calderari (Centre de Documentation et de Recherche Pestalozzi d’Yverdon,
France), Craig Campbell (University of Sydney, Australia), Peter Carrier
(redaction of the review «Journal of Educational Media, Memory and Society»,
Germany), Jonathan Doney (University of Exeter, United Kingdom), Antonio
Castillo Gómez (Universidad de Alcalá, Spain), Anne-Marie Chartier and
Renaud D’Enfert (INRP – Service d’Histoire de l’Éducation, France), Maria
Elena Del Valle de Villalba (Universidad Metropolitana, Caracas Venezuela),
Inés Dussel (Facultad Latinoamericana de Ciencias Sociales, Argentina),
Agustín Escolano Benito (Universidad de Valladolid, Centro Internacional de la
Cultura Escolar, Spain), Aslam Fataar (Stellenbosch University, South Africa),
Décio Gatti (Faculdade de Educação, Universidade Federal de Uberlândia,
Brazil), Hui Haifeng (Huazhong University of Science and Technology,
Wuhan, China), Margot Hillel (Australian Catholic University, Australia),
Rebekka Horlacher (redaction of the review «Bildungsgeschichte. International
Journal for the Historiography of Education», Switzerland), Esmeralda Hoti
(Faculty Education/Department of Psychology, University of “Aleksander
Moisiu”, Durres (Albania), Peter Kallaway (University of Cape Town, South
Africa), Anu Kehman (Estonian Children’s Literature Centre, Tallinn), Iveta
Kestere (University of Lettland), Librarian Staff of the Library K.D. Ushinsky
(Russian Academy of Education, Moscow, Russia), Grigory Kornetov
(Academy of the Social Administration, Moscow, Russia), Javier Laspalas
(Universidad de Navarra, Spain), Manuel Martínez Neira (Universidad Carlos
III de Madrid, Spain), Hugh Morrison (University of Otago, New Zealand),
Gabriela Ossenbach Sauter (UNED, Spain), Paraskevi Pougaridou (University
of Western Macedonia, Greece), Joaquim Pintassilgo (University of Lisbon,
Portugal), Edvard Protner (University of Maribor, Slovenia), Paul J. Ramsey
(Eastern Michigan University, Editor of the review «American Educational
History Journal»), Rebecca Rogers (Université Paris Descartes, France), Vadim
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Rõuk (Tallinn University, Estonia), Alla A. Salnikova (Kazan State University,
Russia), Bengt Sandin (Linköping University, Sweden), Joanna Schiller-Walicka
(Redaction of the review «Rozprawy z Dziejów Owiaty», Poland), Evelina
Scaglia (University of Bergamo, Italy), Juan Senís Fernández (University of
Saragoza, Spain), Verónica Sierra Blas (Universidad de Alcalá, Spain), Larisa
Smirnova (redaction of the review «Istoriko-Pedagogichesky Zhurnal», Russia),
Wendelin Sroka (Reading Primers Special Interest Group of the International
Society for Historical and Sistematic Research on Schoolbooks, Germany),
Irena Stonkuvienė (Vilnius University, Lithuania), Claudia Tatasciore (Ph. D.,
University of Bologna), Natasa Vujscic Zivkovic (Department of Pedagogy,
Faculty of philosophy, Universety of Belgrade, Serbia), Johannes Westberg
(Uppsala University, Sweden), Cristina Yanes (Universidad de Sevilla, Spain),
Christian Ydesen (Aalborg University, Denmark).

